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Abstract

In many time-aware item recommender systems, modeling
the accurate evolution of both user profiles and the contents of
items over time is essential. However, most existing methods
focus on learning users’ dynamic interests, where the contents
of items are assumed to be stable over time. They thus fail to
capture the dynamic changes in the item’s contents. In this
paper, we present a novel method CDUE for time-aware item
recommendation, which captures the evolution of both user’s
interests and item’s contents information via topic dynam-
ics. Specifically, we propose a dynamic sparse topic model
to track the evolution of topics for changes in items’ contents
over time and adapt a vector autoregressive model to profile
users’ dynamic interests. The item’s topics and user’s inter-
ests and their evolutions are learned collaboratively and si-
multaneously into a unified learning framework. Experimen-
tal results on two real-world data sets demonstrate the quality
and effectiveness of the proposed method and show that our
method can be used to make better future recommendations.

Introduction

Many recommendation applications, such as Netflix’s movie
recommendation and scientific article recommendation, pro-
vide item recommendation based on a user’s interests and
the contents of item (such as its descriptions and attributes).
Currently, methods for learning users’ interests through
combining contents information have proven to be promis-
ing for tackling this issue (Purushotham, Liu, and Kuo 2012;
Wang, Chen, and Li 2013; Chen et al. 2014; Bansal, Das,
and Bhattacharyya 2015; Lu et al. 2015; Wang, Wang, and
Yeung 2015). For example, collaborative topic regression
(Wang and Blei 2011) combines traditional collaborative
filtering with topic modeling, which represents users with
topic interests and assumes item contents are generated by
a topic model. However, all these models assume that users
have constant interests toward the item set and item contents
do not change once formulated, which is only true in the
off-line settings.

In deed, in many real-world scenarios, a user’s interests
toward some items may drift over time since they may be
affected by moods, contexts, and pop culture trends (Li et
al. 2011; Aly et al. 2013; Liu 2015; Du et al. 2015). For
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example, a user falling in love may start to purchase ro-
mantic gifts, while she has never behaved like that before.
Moreover, the contents of items in online platforms, such
as blogs and social networking sites, may also change over
time (Zhang, Kim, and Xing 2015; Wang and Klabjan 2016;
Dai et al. 2016). For example, in product recommender sys-
tems with a wealth of online consumer-generated data, dif-
ferent users may add comments or product reviews over
time. As another example, bloggers in the blogosphere may
pursue hot topics to meet current users’ interests to increase
their followings.

Thus, to provide timely item recommendation, it is essen-
tial to capture users’ dynamic interests and temporal changes
in contents of items. A straightforward way to model a user’s
dynamic interests is to build an individual matrix factor-
ization model (Gao et al. 2016) to profile the user’s inter-
ests learned from the data set at each time interval, then
discover its evolutionary patterns using time series analy-
sis or sequential pattern mining (Lu et al. 2016). To ana-
lyze text data stream, dynamic topic models have been pro-
posed by a large number of works (Blei and Lafferty 2006;
Kurashima et al. 2013; Zhang, Kim, and Xing 2015; Gad et
al. 2015). However, to the best of our knowledge, no previ-
ous work has jointly considered both temporal evolutionary
factors via topic dynamics for time-aware item recommen-
dation.

In this paper, we propose a novel method CDUE for item
recommendation that combines the dual evolutions of both
item topics and user profiles. Specifically, we introduce a
vector autoregressive model to capture the users’ temporal
profiles that reflect their interests, and we propose a dynamic
sparse topic model to track the dynamic topics in an item’s
contents that change over time. We jointly learn users’ inter-
ests and sparse topic modeling of items in a collaborative
filtering fashion. Then we model the evolutions of users’
profiles and sparse topics of the items to further guide it-
erative learning of both in the future. Based on the predicted
user’s interests and item’s sparse topics, we can provide rec-
ommendations at a certain future time interval.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows.

• We propose a new item recommendation problem by
jointly considering the evolution of both item topics and
user profiles over time.
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(b) Output: temporal evolution of item topics and user profiles.

Figure 1: Problem statement. (a) Input is the browsing history of users and the contents of items over time. (b) As output we aim
at capturing the evolution of both item topics and user profiles via topic dynamics over time. We then provide recommendations
at a certain future time interval.

• We develop a principled method CDUE to integrate vector
autoregressive and dynamic topic modeling of contents
information and matrix factorization into a unified learn-
ing framework, where users’ interests and items’ topics
and their evolutions are learned collaboratively and simul-
taneously.

• We develop a novel dynamic topic model to track the evo-
lution of sparse topics in items, where we claim topic
sparsity and use topic regression to distinguish topics that
explain recommendations from topics that are important
for explaining contents.

• We compare CDUE with the state-of-the-art methods on
two real-world data sets to demonstrate the performance
and effectiveness. Our method also shows good interpre-
tive ability with topic dynamics for time-aware item rec-
ommendation.

Problem Statement

We denote the user set by U = {u1, u2, . . . , um}, and the
item set by V = {v1, v2, . . . , vn}. For a time interval t, the
users’ browsing history is recorded by an m× n matrix Rt.
Rt

ij is the value of the cell (i, j) of Rt, which is either a rat-
ing given by ui on vj or a missing value (Rt

ij = 0 in this
case). We assume each item v is associated with a “bag-of-
words”, which is constructed from the relevant textual con-
tents such as its description, and assume the item contents
are generated by a topic model. The summation of these
texts constructs a corpus, which is used for topic modeling.

Given a sequence of users’ browsing behavior with T time
intervals, R1, R2, . . . , RT , we aim to combine the topic dis-
tribution θt of items with the users’ K-dimensional interests
U t ∈ R

K×m in each of the time intervals to learn the users’
browsing behavior. The θt tracks the temporal evolution of
the topics for the item v, and U t explores the user profiles’
evolutionary processes. We can then make recommendations
to users at future time intervals {T +1, T +2, . . . } based on
the predicted topic distribution of items and users’ interests.

Modeling Dual Evolutions

In this section, we model the evolution of both user profiles
and item topics over time.

Modeling User Profile Evolution

Modeling the evolution of users’ profiles over time is essen-
tial for recommender systems (Liu 2015; Dai et al. 2016).
A proper item recommendation should not only consider the
users’ current interests, but also the way their interests might
evolve in the future. We model the changes in user’s inter-
ests adapting a vector autoregressive model (Zivot and Wang
2006), which gives promising performance in recommenda-
tion (Lu et al. 2016).

Based on a vector autoregressive model, the user’s latent
factor vector U t

i ∈ R
K in the time interval t can be modeled

by the factor vectors of the user in the previous τ (τ < t)
time intervals:

U t
i = C1

i U
t−1
i + C2

i U
t−2
i + · · ·+ Cτ

i U
t−τ
i + εti (1)

where {Cj
i ∈ R

K×K}τj=1 are the coefficient matrices, and
εti ∈ R

K is uncorrelated Gaussian noise with a zero-mean
and a time invariant covariance matrix Di ∈ R

K×K .
With a given τ and an available series of user interests of

T time intervals {U t
i }Tt=1 for user i, we use a least square

estimation to learn the parameters {Cj
i }τj=1 and Di in Eq.

(1). The details of the mathematical derivation follow the
work (Neumaier and Schneider 2001). We can then predict
the user’s future interests {U t

i }t=T+1 based on the observed
time series of the user’s interests {U t

i }Tt=1 and the learned
parameters.

Modeling Item Topic Evolution

We model the evolution of item topics adapting the sparse
topical coding framework (Zhu and Xing 2011), which is
a topic model that directly controls the posterior sparsity.
It makes intuitive sense that each item’s contents and word
would only be associated with a few salient topic mean-
ings. The work (Zhang, Kim, and Xing 2015) has shown
that sparse topical coding can properly capture the robust
text representation of the contents in the online platforms.
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We use the tf-idf weighted bag-of-words model for
the items’ contents descriptor, where we build a dictio-
nary of item vocabularies after filtering the stop words
and removing words occurred fewer than 50 times. Each
item’s contents can be represented as a vector. Let wj =
{wj1, wj2, . . . , wj|Nj |} be the item feature vector for vj ,
where |Nj | is the index set of words and wjd (d ∈ Nj) rep-
resents the number of appearances of word d in item vj .

Let β ∈ R
K×N be the matrix of K-topic bases for each

item word, where N is the size of the vocabulary. We assume
that each row βk. indicates the k-th topic distribution over
the vocabulary. We denote θj ∈ R

K as the document code
of item vj , which is the latent topic distribution of vj . Let
zjd ∈ R

K be the word code that denotes the latent topic
representation of individual item word d in vj .

Then, for the contents of item vj , the generative process
is described below,

1. Sample a latent topic distribution θj from a prior p(θ).

2. For each observed word d of item vj ,

(a) Sample a word code zjd ∼ p(zjd|θj).
(b) Sample an observed item word feature wjd ∼
p(wjd|zjd, β).

The distributions used in the above process are defined
as follows: to achieve sparsity on θ and z, we choose the
prior p(θ) ∝ exp(−λ‖θ‖1), and we define p(zjd|θj) as a
composite distribution p(zjd|θj) ∝ exp(−δ‖zjd − θj‖22 −
ρ‖zjd‖1). To generate item word features, we choose to
apply a Gaussian distribution with a mean of zTjdβ.d to
the item word feature to make optimization easier and the
model applicable to rich forms of data, i.e., p(wjd|zjd, β) =
N (wjd; z

T
jdβ.d, σ

−1
w ), where β.d is the d-th column of β.

Temporal Evolution of Topics In order to model the tem-
poral evolution of the topics for each item, using a dynamic
topic model (Blei and Lafferty 2006; Zhang, Kim, and Xing
2015), we let β change over time. By following the state
space model with Gaussian noise, we evolve βt from βt−1.
Thus, for each topic k, we have

p(βt
k.|βt−1

k. ) = N (βt−1
k. , σ−1

β I) (2)

Collaborative Dynamic Sparse Topic

Regression with User Profile Evolution

In this section, we describe our proposed method CDUE for
item recommendation.

Collaborative Dual Evolutions

We assume that a user’s factor vector Ui represents user ui
with topic interests. CDUE fits a model that uses the latent
topic space and the users’ interests to explain both the ob-
served ratings and the observed item words. In addition, we
introduce a latent variable εj to offset the topic proportions
θj when modeling the ratings. Thus, for the time interval t,
the rating Rt

ij can be formulated as

Rt
ij ∼ N (U t

i
T
(θtj + εtj), σ

t
ij
−1

) (3)

where the item latent vector V t
j is set as V t

j = θtj + εtj .
The item latent offset εj , εj ∼ N (0, σ−1

v I), can force our
model to distinguish topics that explain recommendations
from topics that are important for explaining item contents.
The variable σt

ij = a, if ui has rated vj in t; otherwise,
σt
ij = b, where a > b > 0. A similar setup is used in the

work (Wang and Blei 2011).
Note that before applying the vector autoregressive

method to model the evolutionary process of users’ inter-
ests, as shown in Eq. (1), we should first obtain the initial
sequence of user’s latent factor vectors to meet the condi-
tions. Suppose T0 is the number of the initial user’s latent
factor vectors. For the time interval t, we choose to learn the
latent matrix U t as follows:

p(U t|At,Ω) =

m∏
i=1

N (At
i, σ

−1
u I) (4)

where At
i is calculated as:

At
i =

{
0, if t ≤ T0

C1
i U

t−1
i + · · ·+ Cτ

i U
t−τ
i , if t > T0

(5)

Based on the above, given the sequence of user brows-
ing behavior Rt(t = 1, . . . , T ) and the hyperparameter
set {λ, δ, ρ, σw, σβ , σv, σij , σu}, maximizing the posterior
is equivalent to minimizing the complete negative log like-
lihood of Θ = {θj , zj}nj=1, β, V , U . We accumulate the
negative log likelihoods of all time ranges, and seek an opti-
mal solution for all time intervals that yields a more accurate
fitness of the data. So the objective of CDUE is derived as

min
{Θt,βt,V t,Ut}Tt=1

T∑
t=1

m∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

σt
ij(R

t
ij − U t

i
T
V t
j )

2

+

T∑
t=2

σβ‖βt − βt−1‖22 +
T∑

t=1

m∑
i=1

σu‖U t
i −At

i‖22

+

T∑
t=1

n∑
j=1

(λ‖θtj‖1 + σv‖V t
j − θtj‖22)

+
T∑

t=1

n∑
j=1

∑
d∈Nt

j

(δ‖ztjd − θtj‖22

+ ρ‖ztjd‖1 + σw(w
t
jd − ztjd

T
βt
.d)

2)

s.t. θtj ≥ 0, ∀j, t. ztjd ≥ 0, ∀j, d, t. βt
k. ∈ P, ∀k, t

(6)

where N t
j denotes the word index set of item vj in time in-

terval t, and P is the (N − 1)-simplex (i.e., we set the sum
of βt

k. as one for ∀k, t).
Discussion As shown in Eq. (6), we choose to globally
learn the objective over the data in all time intervals, which
is less scalable but generates more accurate fitness of the
data. As an alternative, we can seek a local minimum in the
current time interval t and learn the objective from the data
up to t− 1, which is more practical in a real-world scenario,
and can be easily extended from Eq. (6). Due to space limi-
tations, we skip the derivation.
Proposition 1. The objective of Eq. (6) is multi-convex, i.e.,
the objective is convex over one parameter set when the oth-
ers are fixed. Moreover, the feasible set is a convex set.
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Parameter optimization

Given Proposition 1, a natural way to solve the optimization
problem in Eq. (6) is coordinate descent. Note that in Eq. (6),
every two adjacent time intervals are only coupled by the
parameter β. If we fix β, the objective for each time inter-
val becomes independent of one another. Thus, we alternate
the parameter optimization between β and the parameters of
the other variables. Specifically, the procedure alternatively
performs as outlined below.

1. Fix {βt}Tt=1 to optimize over {Θt, V t, U t}Tt=1. We first
decouple the optimization of every time interval t. Then,
we can further employ coordinate descent to alternately
optimize Θt = {θtj , ztj}nj=1 and V t, U t.

(a) While fixing Θt, i.e., given the current estimate of Θt,
we aim to optimize U t

i and V t
j to solve the objective

min
{V t,Ut}

m∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

σt
ij(R

t
ij − U t

i
T
V t
j )

2

+

m∑
i=1

σu‖U t
i −At

i‖22 +
n∑

j=1

σv‖V t
j − θtj‖22

(7)

Note that the value of At
i has been updated by the Eq.

(5). Taking the gradient with respect to U t
i and V t

j , and
setting it to zero leads to

U t
i ← (

n∑
j=1

σt
ijV

t
j V

t
j
T
+ σuI)

−1(
n∑

j=1

σt
ijV

t
j R

t
ij + σuA

t
i)

V t
j ← (

m∑
i=1

σt
ijU

t
iU

t
i
T
+ σvI)

−1(

m∑
i=1

σt
ijU

t
iR

t
ij + σvθ

t
j)

(8)

(b) While fixing V t and U t, we aim to optimize the pa-
rameters Θt, i.e., {θtj , ztj}nj=1. Since the items can be
assumed to be independent of one another, we can per-
form this step for each item separately by solving

min
θtj ,z

t
j

(λ‖θtj‖1 + σv‖V t
j − θtj‖22)

+
∑
d∈Nt

j

(δ‖ztjd − θtj‖22 + ρ‖ztjd‖1 + σw(w
t
jd − ztjd

T
βt
.d)

2)

s.t. θtj ≥ 0. ztjd ≥ 0, ∀d.
(9)

We can then solve the convex problem with coordi-
nate descent by alternately optimizing θtj and ztj , all of
which have closed-form solutions.

• Optimize over ztj when θtj is fixed. Let f(θtj , z
t
j) de-

note the objective of Eq. (9), where ztjd (d ∈ N t
j ) is

not coupled while fixing θtj . Given Proposition 2, the
solution is ztjd = max(0, z̃tjd), where each dimension
of z̃tjd is compared to 0, z̃tjd = argminzt

jd
f(θtj , z

t
j). By

setting the gradient ∇zt
jd
f(θtj , z

t
j) = 0, we have

z̃tjd = (δI+σwβ
t
.dβ

t
.d
T
)−1(δθtj − ρ

2
I+σwβ

t
.dw

t
jd) (10)

• Optimize over θtj when ztj is fixed. Given Proposi-
tion 2, the solution is θtj = max(0, θ̃tj), where θ̃tj =

argminθt
j
f(θtj , z

t
j) and each dimension of θ̃tj is com-

pared to 0. Setting the gradient ∇θt
j
f(θtj , z

t
j) = 0, we

have the solution

θtj = max{0,
δ
∑

d∈Nt
j
ztjd + σvV

t
j − λ

2
I

σv + δ|N t
j |

} (11)

where |N t
j | is the number of words in item vj in time

interval t. Note that when σv = 0, the optimal θ̂tj is
the truncated average of ztjd.

2. Fix all the parameters {Θt, V t, U t}Tt=1 to optimize over
{βt}Tt=1. This step aims to optimize

min
{βt}Tt=1

T∑
t=2

σβ‖βt − βt−1‖22

+
T∑

t=1

n∑
j=1

∑
d∈Nt

j

σw(w
t
jd − ztjd

T
βt
.d)

2

s.t. βt
k. ∈ P, ∀k, t

(12)

We can obtain the solution using coordinate descent and
projected gradient descent, where we solve every βt one
by one for each time interval t, i.e., we fix {βt}Tt=1\βt,
We then employ a Euclidean projection method onto the
positive simplex (Duchi et al. 2008) to solve βt at every
iteration. Specifically, we have

βt
kd = max{β̃t

kd − η, 0} (13)

β̃t
kd =

σββ
t−1
kd + σw

∑n
j=1 z

t
jdk(w

t
jd −∑

c�=k z
t
jdcβ

t
cd)

σw

∑n
j=1(z

t
jdk)

2 + σβ

(14)

where η = 1
ξ (
∑ξ

i=1 ϕi − 1). The vector ϕ is obtained

by sorting β̃t
k. in a descending order. The value of ξ is

ξ = max{l ∈ [N ] : ϕl − 1
l (
∑l

r=1 ϕr − 1) > 0}, where
[N ] is the index set. Note that the value of β1

kd is obtained
by ignoring the terms σβ and σββ

t−1
kd . The projection onto

the simplex P can be performed with a linear algorithm
(Duchi et al. 2008).

Proposition 2. Let f(x) be a strictly convex function.
The optimum solution x∗ of the constrained problem:
minx≥0f(x) is x∗ = max{0, x0}, where x0 is the solution of
the unconstrained problem minxf(x) (Zhu and Xing 2011).

Prediction

Given a sequence of users’ browsing behavior Rt and items
with relevant textual contents for the time interval t (t =
1, . . . , T ), based on CDUE, we can learn: the user profile
evolution coefficient matrices {Cl}τl=1; the user latent in-
terests {U t}Tt=1; the item latent matrices {V t}Tt=1; the K-
topic bases {βt}Tt=1; and the item latent topic distributions
{θt}Tt=1.

We can then predict item recommendation for users at a
particular future time interval T+ι (usually ι is set as 1). We
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compute AT+ι by recursively applying Eq. (4) and Eq. (5).
Based on Eq. (2) and the items’ textual contents, we sample
βt step by step to obtain βT+ι and θT+ι, where E[εt] = 0
and V t = θt, since no user browsing behavior Rt are ob-
tained in the process (t = {T + 1, . . . , T + ι}). We then
use the point estimate of UT+ι

i and θT+ι
i to make prediction

on the rating of user ui on item vj : R̃T+ι
ij ≈ UT+ι

i

T
θT+ι
j .

Thus, recommendations on which items the user ui would
be interested in are made by ranking the predicted ratings.

Experiments

Data Sets

We select two data sets extracted from the work (Cantador,
Brusilovsky, and Kuflik 2011) for analysis.

The first data set was collected from MovieLens
(https://movielens.org/). It contains 2, 113 users, 10, 197
movies, 13, 222 tags, 855, 598 movie rating records and
47, 957 tag assignments provided by users with times-
tamps. The second data set was collected from Last.fm
(http://www.last.fm), which records 1, 892 users, 17, 632
music artists, 92, 834 user-listened artist relations, 11, 946
unique tags and 186, 479 tag assignments with timestamps.
Similar to the work (Liu 2015), for each data set, we treat
each item, i.e., movie and music artist, as a document and
the associated tags with timestamps as terms for dynamic
topic modeling.

Experimental Settings

Comparison Methods We compare our proposed method
CDUE with the following methods:

• PMF (Salakhutdinov and Mnih 2007). Probabilistic ma-
trix factorization (PMF) is an effective MF method for
item recommendation.

• timeSVD++ (Koren 2009). timeSVD++ tracks the time
changing behavior throughout the life span of the data,
which extends the SVD++ factor model by incorporating
time changing parameters.

• CTR (Wang and Blei 2011). Collaborative topic regres-
sion (CTR) is a standard content-based recommendation
method that combines latent factor models with content
analysis based on probabilistic topic modeling.

• GP (Liu 2015). GP models users’ dynamic preferences for
personalized recommendations, where a Gaussian process
is applied to predict the user’s preference in the next in-
teraction.

• CE (Lu et al. 2016). Collaborative evolution (CE) pro-
poses learning the evolution of user profiles through the
historical data of recommendations and outputs a prospec-
tive user profile for the future.

Metrics We adopt the following two metrics to measure
the recommendation performance, namely Precision@n
(P@n) and Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR), where P@n mea-
sures the ratio of successfully recommended items to the
top-n recommendation and MRR measures the reciprocal of
the first occurrence position of the ground truth item for each
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Figure 2: Experimental results of the compared methods on
the two data sets.

user (Liu 2015; Zhang and Wang 2015). The two metrics
are first calculated separately on each user’s recommenda-
tion list and then taken an average among all test users. The
higher values of the two metrics are favored in comparisons.

Settings For both data sets, we split the data over time.
Data within a continuous T time intervals are used for train-
ing and subsequent data are for testing. We then randomly
choose one record from the most recent time interval from
the training data set to construct the validation data. The
P@10 performance on the validation data for each data set
is used to select the optimal parameters. We use 10 topics
for all topic modeling based models and the value of τ is set
as τ = 5. As a result, we set the hyperparameters as a = 1,
b = 0.01, λ = 0.1, σv = 1, ρ = 10, σw = 1, σβ = 1,
σu = 1, δ = 0.1. For each model, we run the experiments
10 times and show the averaged results. We also conduct
paired t-tests (p-value < 0.05) to confirm that all results are
statistically significant.

Experimental Results

Figure 2 shows the experimental precision and MRR results
of the comparisons with respect to a range of recommenda-
tion list sizes ranging from 5 to 25 with 5 as the increment,
where the size of time intervals for training is set as T = 30.
From the figure, we see that timeSVD++ outperforms the
basic PMF method for both data sets, demonstrating the im-
portance of modeling the temporal dynamics. Even though
no temporal information is considered, CTR outperforms
timeSVD++ on the Last.fm data set, while timeSVD++ per-
forms better on the MovieLens data set. GP and CE consis-
tently outperform timeSVD++ and CTR, which proves that
modeling the evolution of users’ preferences can further im-
prove time-aware recommendation performance.

In all cases, CDUE significantly outperforms the base-
lines. Compared with GP, we jointly learn the users’ pref-
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Figure 3: The evolution of the top 3 topics for the example user and the top 10 predicted movies (as shown in Table 2) from
September 23, 2008 to December 31, 2008 with 10 days as the duration of each time interval. Note that the value of the topic
proportion in the figure is normalized such that the sum of entries of the vector U t

i and θtj , if is not 0, is equal to 1. The values
of topic proportion for the last time interval are predicted by our model based on historical data.

Table 1: Average performance of the compared methods
over a range of recommendation list sizes.

MovieLens Last.fm
Precision MRR Precision MRR

PMF 0.0304 0.0822 0.0638 0.1210
CTR 0.0410 0.0928 0.0818 0.1340
GP 0.0618 0.1178 0.1076 0.1522
CE 0.0594 0.1102 0.1040 0.1466

timeSVD++ 0.0442 0.0982 0.0754 0.1284
CDUE 0.0774 0.1372 0.1178 0.1602

erence evolution and topic modeling of items in a collabo-
rative filtering fashion. With respect to the CE that enforces
the factor matrices for items to be shared over different time
intervals, we further model item topic evolution using dy-
namic topic modeling. It is worth noting that CDUE can
be adapted to formulate CE model, i.e., CDUE is a gen-
eral model that can capture more temporal effects than CE
for timely item recommendation. Moreover, Table 1 sum-
marizes the P@n and MRR performance of the compared
methods, averaged over different recommendation list sizes,
which shows a similar result to the above.

Discussion Aside from promising prediction perfor-
mance, our recommendation model also provides good in-
terpretive ability using the topics learned from the data. Ta-
ble 2 shows an example user in a particular time interval
(ranging from December 22, 2008 to December 31, 2008,
where the duration of each time interval is 10 days) with top
10 preferred movie recommendations as predicted by CDUE
and the top 3 matched topics that are found by ranking the
entries of her predicted latent vector U t

i . We use several top
representative words to represent the topic. The learned top-
ics serve as a summary of her interests. From Table 2, we
see that the user might have more interest in the movies that
are romantic, fantasy and comic. The value of P@10 is 0.2.

We further show the user’s interests using the entries of
her latent vector U t

i for each time interval, the item’s top-
ical representation using the latent topic distribution θtj of
the item, and track their evolutions over the topics along

Table 2: One example user (userID: 6757) in a particular
time interval (ranging from December 22, 2008 to December
31, 2008), with the top 3 matched topics and predicted top 10
preferred movies. The last column shows whether the user
has seen the movie.

1. romance, memory, classic, fashion, love,
nudity(topless), oscar(best picture), sex

top 3 2. surreal, fantasy, time travel, space,
topics science fiction, surrealism, intelligent

3. comedy, classic, funny, twist ending,
drama, robin williams, romance, action
1. Ever After no
2. City Lights no
3. Benny & Joon no
4. The Science of Sleep no

top 10 5. Willy Wonka & the Chocolate Factory no
movies 6. WALL · E yes

7. American Pie no
8. She’s All That no
9. Back to the Future Part III no
10. Burn After Reading yes

the timeline. Due to space limitations, we only report the
evolving chain of the top 3 matched topics for the exam-
ple user and the corresponding top 10 predicted movies as
shown in Table 2 from September 23, 2008 to December 31,
2008 with 10 days as the increment.

Figure 3 shows the experimental results. Our method suc-
cessfully captures the evolution of the user’s interests and the
item’s contents information via topic dynamics. Figure 3(a)
illustrates that the example user consistently has the high-
est interest in Topic #1 and shows more interest in Topic #2
than Topic #3 along with time. The topic proportion of Topic
#1 for the movie “WALL · E” gradually increases along the
timeline, possibly due to the fact that more tags about ro-
mance, such as love story, are added to this movie. In the last
time interval (ranging from December 22, 2008 to December
31, 2008), the movie “WALL · E” shows higher topic pro-
portions of Topic #1 and Topic #2, thus can meet the exam-
ple user’s taste with higher probability. As shown in Figure
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3(b), as more tags are added to the movies, the movies dis-
play dynamic ups-and-downs over Topic #1, which demon-
strates that the item has dynamic topic distribution over time
and it is necessary to consider the topic evolution of contents
information for time-aware item recommendation.

Conclusions

In this paper, we study a new item recommendation prob-
lem that captures the evolution of both user’s interests and
item’s contents via topic dynamics. A novel model CDUE is
proposed that integrates user profile evolution and dynamic
topic modeling of contents information and matrix factor-
ization into a unified learning framework. Compared to the
baselines, our method significantly obtains the better perfor-
mance in terms of the Precision and MRR metrics. Thus, our
model can be used to make better future recommendations.
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